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Assembly & Installation Instructions



What’s In The Package
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There are three distinct groups of parts that, together, comprise a Lazy Lee   Storage unit:
1. ROTAS™ Bearing Assembly and Stabilizing Dock;
2. Unit Components, such as shelves, half-moons, uprights, drawers, hanging rods, deck;
3. Assembly Components, such as long and short dowels and shelf pins.
Unpack the parts, and group them into the 3 categories shown above, using the exploded 
view drawing on the next page to guide you. Then, using the enclosed Parts Packing Slip, 
which is specific to your unit and lists your actual parts and quantities, confirm that 
you have the correct quantity of each item. Once the parts and their quantities are confirmed, 
you’re ready to begin assembly and installation
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RUBBER MALLET
(NOT SUPPLIED)

NOTE: You will need a rubber mallet to install 
shelves (not included). 

SHORT DOWELS (16)

LONG DOWELS (2)

SHELF PINS (48)

LAZY LEE  ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS  ®

IMPORTANT:  The drawings and instructions in this guide describe the Lazy Lee’s “A Woman’s 
Dream”  product.  Your unit may have di�erent features. To con�rm receipt of all parts for your
speci�c unit, use the PARTS PACKING SLIP included with your shipment. If your unit contains 
Drawers and/or  Hanging Rods, assembly and installation instructions for those speci�c features 
will accompany  your Parts Packing Slip. 
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The two ROTAS Rings are identical. Place either ROTAS Ring in the channel of the Stabilizing
Dock with the ROTAS Ring’s channel facing upward.

Locate the Stabilizing Dock and place it near the installation location with its channeled side
facing up. 

Step 1

Step 2

Step4Step 4

Next, locate the Bottom Disk of the unit it has a round channel on its underside. Place the
channeled side of the Bottom Disk onto the upper ROTAS Ring. When properly positioned, the
Bottom Disk revolves freely upon the ROTAS and Stabilizing Dock assembly beneath it.

Step 5

Place all the solid surface ROTAS Bearings in the ROTAS Ring’s channel. Be sure the number of
ROTAS Bearings matches the number shown on your Parts Packing Slip.Step 3

Here we go! As you follow the steps, notice that each part being discussed in the step is shown
in red. 

Now place the remaining ROTAS Ring on top with its channel facing downward so that the
ROTAS Bearings are captured between the two ROTAS rings.
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Move the assembly to the location where it is to be installed. Once it’s positioned, check to be sure 
the Bottom Disk revolves freely and does not touch any nearby walls or baseboards. Maintin a 
minimum of 3/4 Inch of space between the bottom disk and the nearest stationary object.

NOTE: Consider that uneven floors may affect installation and plan accordingly. 

Step 6

Lockdowel Fastening System 
Before we go to the next step, it’s important to understand the Lockdowel fastening system that simplifies 

the assembly process: 

Lazy Lee Revolving Closet & Storage Products use state-of-the-art Lockdowel fasteners that don’t require 

any glue, screws, or nails. The fasteners are totally invisible when the unit is fully assembled. A few taps 

with a rubber mallet (not included) is all it takes to fasten module components together with this easy and 

secure system.

How Lockdowel Fasteners Work 

Products made with Lockdowel Fasteners may be assembled and 
disassembled with ease. 
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Once assembled, the unit looks like this:

VERY IMPORTANT: The upright Side Panels must be supported until the next step
 is completed, otherwise damage may occur.  

Locate the two Side Panels and place them vertically on the upper side of the Bottom Disk 
as shown in the drawing below. 

The channel on each Side Panel faces inward, with its small pre-drilled hole at the bottom. 
Using the Lockdowel fasteners pre-installed in the vertical Side Panels, simply insert them 
into the keyholes on the Bottom Deck and slide the fasteners to lock Side Panels in place. 
Note the center channel of the Bottom Deck should now aligns with the channels on the 
Side Panels, and together these 3 components form a U-shaped channel. 

Step 7

Step 8
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Next, locate the Middle disk and place it on top of the assembly, ensuring that its channeled 
side is facing upward. Place the Middle Shelf on the Lockdowel fasteners and slide to lock. At 
this point, the assembly is stable and strong. Gently give the unit a spin to ensure that it fully 
clears surrounding walls and baseboards. 

Locate the Middle Partition and slide it into the U-shaped channel created by the Side Panels 
and Deck, ensuring that all parts are aligned. The Middle Partition must fit fully into the 
Bottom Shelf channel. 

Step 9

Step 10

Repeat Step 7 for the Upper Side Panels. Step 11
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Repeat Step 10 to install the Top Shelf.

Depending on the unit you’re assembling, this is the point at which you may need to 
consult the additional instructions that accompanied your Parts Packing Slip. Examples 
of such items include Hanging Rod(s) and Drawers. 

Repeat Step 9 to install the Upper Middle PartitionStep 12

Step 13
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Locate Rectangular Shelves and Shelf Pins. Insert Shelf Pins into appropriate shelf locations, 
then slide each Rectangular Shelf onto its Pins.
Note: Shelves have a small channel on the underside, and that channel should rest upon a 
pin. This ensures that the shelf does not drop down when items are removed from it. 

Step 14
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To mount Side Rail: Insert a small dowel into one end of Side Rail, then into Bottom Deck.

 

Step 16

Gather the Half-Moon shelves nearby. Starting from the bottom of the assembly, align 
each Half-Moon with the keyholes on the Side Panels and slide each into place until tight, 
gently using a rubber mallet as needed.

Install all Half-Moons for the lower half of one side of the unit. Then install Side Rail.  

Step 15
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Congratulations! Your Lazy Lee unit is now fully assembled. Please ensure that the Lazy Lee 
unit revolves freely and is not obstructed by any other item(s) nearby. 

As a reminder, if your unit contains features not described in these instructions, such as 
drawers, hanging rods, mirror-ready panel, etc., consult the documents that accompanied 
your Parts Packing Slip for specific steps.

Step 16

Step 17

Repeat Steps 14 and 15 until all upper and lower Half-Moons and Side Rails have 
been installed.



Additional Lazy Lee® Revolving Closet & Storage 
Designs   

available from 


